
This article is one of four in a series that looks at The Professor’s 
2021 QB projections as both a Prop Board and a Fantasy Draft Board. 



Quarterbacks 1-5

1

Fantasy 
Rank Player Team Fantasy Avg Pass Yds Pass TD INT Rush Yds Rush TD

1

Josh Allen BUF 24.55 4619.9 34 12.7 537 7.3

Josh Allen has certainly scratched the ceiling on the immense potential his physical skill set 
offered when he entered the league. His completion percentage jumped from 52.8% to 58.8% 
to 69.2% in his three seasons, and the film shows similar gains in accuracy. The move for wide 
receiver Stefon Diggs worked out great, but it paid off so handsomely because of Allen’s person-
al improvements, unless Diggs brought pixie dust that made Allen more accurate when he was 
throwing to all the other receivers on the team. Allen now combines great instincts and size as a 
red-zone runner with top-end accuracy and the strongest arm in the league.

2

Patrick Mahomes KC 23.88 4965.6 38.6 8.2 289 2.7

Patrick Mahomes will operate behind a revamped offensive line in 2021 with a fully repaired toe. 
The former MVP was elite despite those issues last season and should be expected to dominate 
once more. Mahomes processes the game well, is exceptionally creative as a second-reaction 
player, has the running ability to pick up first downs, and has one of the league’s strongest arms 
on top of being extremely accurate. In terms of pure arm talent, Mahomes has a strong claim for 
the league’s top spot.

3

Lamar Jackson BAL 23.41 3662.8 27.5 10.3 1038.9 5.8

Lamar Jackson is a dynamic runner who possesses top-end arm strength and the ability to make 
certain throws with great accuracy. Jackson is arguably the most difficult player to tackle in the 
game but has shown limitations in terms of processing multiple options in the passing game. 
The attempt to incorporate more under-center work and Shannahan-system play fakes should 
play to Jackson’s strengths as a passer.

4

Kyler Murray ARI 22.65 4305.4 24.1 11.6 622.7 9.1

Kyler Murray is an electric playmaker projected to continue on his upward trajectory as he enters 
his third year in the NFL. He possesses elite short-area quickness, his explosion in the lower body 
translates into excellent arm strength, and he can throw with great accuracy. Needs to develop 
more consistency in the passing game but the ceiling is clear.

5

Justin Herbert LAC 22.23 5021.5 29.4 10.7 245.2 5.7

Justin Herbert burst onto the scene in Week 2 of his rookie season and never looked back. Her-
bert is a tall, powerfully built athlete with rare arm strength, outstanding accuracy, and excellent 
running ability that allows him to operate an option-based running attack, though this was a lim-
ited part of his game in his rookie year. Herbert’s trademark is his ability to throw ropes down the 
field while fading away from pass rushers in the pocket. With what should be a greatly improved 
offensive line in front of him, Herbert is set up for big things in 2021.

The quarterbacks are ranked by their total expected fantasy points, and this article will 
look at the quarterbacks ranked 1st through 10th. For the sake of organization, the quar-
terbacks have been broken into groups of five, and I will discuss fantasy and prop bet 
opportunities after each group. This article will reference Average Draft Positions from 
FantasyPros and Prop Bets from DraftKings.



Fantasy Points
Chargers quarterback Justin Herbert has an ADP of 6.7 but comes in slightly 
higher in these rankings. There are a variety of reasons for the optimism on 
Herbert: he’s a phenomenally talented player working behind a greatly improved 
offensive line in his second season and should benefit from the addition of 
veteran tight end Jared Cook and a healthy season from running back Austin 
Ekeler. Herbert is typically available after the 6th, 7th, and 8th quarterbacks in 
The Professor’s rankings are gone and is a nice value at that point.

Prop Bets
Justin Herbert, 4450.5 Passing Yards, DraftKings: Over at -115
Herbert’s best running back, Austin Ekeler, is a more dangerous pass-catcher than he 
is a runner and there are significant questions about the rest of the backs on the roster, 
which makes it likely Herbert will have to shoulder a heavy load as a passer. Though he 
showed the athleticism and instincts to operate an option-based rushing attack, those 

concepts were only sprinkled into his game as a rookie as he did 
most of his damage through the air. Herbert has the highest 

passing yards projection in the model at 5021.5 projected 
yards, roughly 60 yards ahead of Patrick Mahomes. The 

over 4450.5 passing yards is a more attractive oppor-
tunity than Herbert’s touchdown over/under of 28.5, 

which is in line with the model’s prediction of 29.4.

Patrick Mahomes, 5050.5 Passing 
Yards and 39.5 Passing TD, 
DraftKings: Pass
Chiefs quarterback Patrick Mahomes is the 
only quarterback with an over/under above 
5000 passing yards. That makes sense, giv-
en that Mahomes is a superstar at the po-
sition in a prolific offense that wants to run 
the offense through him. With a revamped 
offensive line and surgically-repaired toe, 
Mahomes is poised to challenge his MVP 
season numbers as the league shifts to a 
seventeen-game schedule, and while the 



model projects him at some of its highest totals with 4965.6 passing yards and 38.6 pass-
ing touchdowns, DraftKings has the totals for both stats set at similarly high numbers.

Lamar Jackson and Kyler Murray, 7.5 Rushing TD, Draftkings: Under 
on Lamar at -140, Over on Kyler at -110
The rushing yards over/unders for Lamar Jackson (945.5 over/under vs. 1038.9 model) 
and Kyler Murray (650.5 over/under vs. 622.7 model) come in fairly close, but there is 
more room to work in the rushing touchdown market, where the model projects Jackson 
to score 5.8 rushing touchdowns and Murray to score 9.1, but both have their over/un-
der set at 7.5. Given that Jackson has never topped seven rushing TDs in a season, that 
seems like a solid under, and given that Murray scored 11 last year and is one of his team’s 
best red-zone threats when he uses his legs, the over on Murray looks good as well.

Fantasy 
Rank Player Team Fantasy Avg Pass Yds Pass TD INT Rush Yds Rush TD

6

Russell Wilson SEA 21.35 4520.9 31.5 10.4 426 2.2

Russell Wilson is a dynamic athlete at the quarterback position with outstanding arm talent and 
the ability to make things happen with his legs. Wilson shouldered an immense load early in 
2020, which worked very well early on but slowed as the season progressed. Seattle brought in 
offensive coordinator Shane Waldron from Los Angeles, who will presumably employ an attack 
that features many of the Shannahan principles employed by Rams coach Sean McVay. Wilson’s 
talents fit great in this system, so it will be interesting to see if this scheme allows Wilson to be 
both explosive and efficient throughout the season.

7

Dak Prescott DAL 21.27 4710.4 27.9 10.9 314.6 5.1

Dak Prescott is coming off a season-ending ankle injury but had elevated himself into the 
discussion of the NFL’s elite quarterbacks at the time of his injury. Prescott is a powerfully built 
athlete at 6’2, 240, which shows up in the difficulty defenders have tackling him when he elects 
to run, though that is not a huge part of Prescott’s game. He is an accurate passer with good arm 
strength who should be able to take advantage of a deep cast of weapons if he picks up where he 
left off.

8

Aaron Rodgers GB 20.85 4155.9 36.2 5.5 239 1.6

Aaron Rodgers is coming off an MVP season that saw him regain his previous peak form. He is a 
supremely accurate passer with excellent arm strength who processes the game at an elite level 
and has the athleticism to create second-reaction opportunities and to run for first downs. He 
should once again be in the MVP discussion.
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Fantasy Points
Dak Prescott has an ADP of 5.0 but comes in slightly lower (7th) in these rank-
ings due to injury concerns with Prescott himself and the offense around him. 
At its best, the Dallas offense would be one of the league’s top five units, but 
with Prescott nursing a sore shoulder as left tackle Tyron Smith deals with an 
elbow injury in the early going of camp, it’s hard not to factor in some downside 
for this unit.

Jalen Hurts has an ADP of 11.7, behind Ryan Tannehill and Joe Burrow and 
ahead of Matthew Stafford, which may reflect the doubt some have that Hurts 
will be the starter throughout the season. That’s a reasonable doubt given his 
play last season, but I will take the optimistic view that Hurts will do enough 
with his legs to justify keeping him on the field as he develops as a passer and 
the Eagles evaluate as many snaps as possible. The upside Hurts brings as a 
runner has him ahead of the aforementioned trio.

Fantasy 
Rank Player Team Fantasy Avg Pass Yds Pass TD INT Rush Yds Rush TD

9

Tom Brady TB 20.39 4794.3 34.4 8.8 59.1 1.4

Tom Brady is a pocket passer who processes the game at an exceptionally high level and contin-
ues to play at a championship level in his mid-forties. Brady’s second-reaction plays are limited 
to his pocket movement, but he is among the best in the game at working to find a platform in a 
chaotic pocket. He played on a bad knee last season and it took the offense some time to gel, but 
Brady and the Bucs should hit the ground running in 2021.

10

Jalen Hurts PHI 20.3 3690 20.5 14.1 845.4 6.5

Jalen Hurts is a powerful athlete whose lower-half explosiveness shows up in his arm strength 
and his ability to evade tacklers as a runner. His skill set lends itself to operating an offense that 
features the quarterback as a run threat in an option-based attack, and while he needs to be more 
consistently accurate in his second season, he certainly has the arm talent to throw the ball at 
an NFL level. Hurts needs to be in the right scheme, but Lamar Jackson is a recent example of 
a quarterback who had a similar profile exiting his rookie season and exploded in his second 
season when the scheme was fully tailored to him and his accuracy improved.



Prop Bets
Jalen Hurts, 655.5 Rushing Yards, Over at -115
The model has Hurts at 845.4 rushing yards, well above the 655.5 rushing yards that 
DraftKings over/under. He ran for 272 yards in his four starts, with only 34 in his fi-
nal game when he was replaced in the fourth quarter. He’s unlikely to sustain such a 
high-volume pace, but his carries-per-game number would have put him in the range of 
the 176 carries in 15 games Lamar Jackson handled in 2019, so it’s not out of the realm 
of possibility. The quarterback run game should be a foundation of the Philadelphia 
offense this season and if Hurts starts all seventeen games, he should comfortably top 
the 655.5 rushing yards total.

Aaron Rodgers, 4550.5 Passing Yards, Under at -115
Aaron Rodgers was outstanding after a mechanics tweak allowed him to regain his 
peak form and there is no reason to expect he won’t play to the same level in 2021. The 
Packers have shifted to a more balanced approach than in some previous Rodgers sea-
sons, however, and Rodgers only threw for 4,299 yards during his 2020 MVP campaign, 
and that total included 240 yards, four touchdowns, and zero interceptions against the 
Chicago Bears in Week 17, so Rodgers got sixteen games of work. Rodgers didn’t need 
to throw for huge volume in Green Bay’s balanced attack in 2020 and the pairing of run-
ning backs Aaron Jones and A.J. Dillon with a strong offensive line should allow them to 
do the same in 2021.



Conclusion
This article touched on quarterbacks 1-10 in the Professor’s Fantasy Rankings. To 
read about the other quarterbacks and position groups, check out The Professor’s 
work at BeerLife Sports. To get The Professor’s Full Fantasy Rankings and Player Pro-
jections, you can sign up for his 2021 NFL Package at www.scubastevefootball.com.


